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Abstract—In recent years, much of the discussion involving
“smart grids” has implicitly involved only the distribution side,
notably advanced metering. However, today’s electric systems
have many challenges that also involve the rest of the system. An
enabling technology for improving the power system, which has
emerged in recent years, is the ability to measure coherent, realtime data. In this paper, we describe major challenges facing
electrical generation and transmission today that availability of
these measurements can help address. We overview applications
using coherent, real-time measurements that are in use today or
proposed by researchers. Specifically, we describe, normalize,
and then quantitatively compare key factors for these power
applications that influence how the delivery system should be
planned, implemented, and managed. These factors include
whether a person or computer is in the loop and (for both inputs
and outputs) latency, rate, criticality, quantity, and geographic
scope. From this, we abstract the baseline communications
requirements of a data delivery system supporting these
applications and suggest implementation guidelines to achieve
them. Finally, we overview the state of the art in the supporting
computer science areas of overlay networking and distributed
computing (including middleware) and analyze gaps in
commercial middleware products, utility standards, and issues
that limit low-level network protocols from meeting these
requirements when used in isolation.
Keywords—synchrophasor; middleware; smart grid; bulk
power system

I. INTRODUCTION
Today’s large power grids evolved during the middle of the
twentieth century, as utilities integrated into larger power
systems in order to improve reliability. In such a structure, an
entire grid, such as the USA Eastern Grid, operates at the
same frequency, and supply and demand must be balanced in
real-time across the entire power system. Reliability
limitations of large grid systems became apparent in part due
to a large blackout in the northeastern USA and southeastern
Canada in 1965. As a result of this blackout, it was realized
that utilities need to have better visibility into their operations
beyond what can be sensed in a control center. This led to an
emphasis in implementing SCADA (Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition) in the most critical substations.
Nevertheless, large grids often have many subparts with only
basic communications between these subparts. Now, at the
beginning of the twenty-first century, new measurement and
communications technologies are creating possibilities for
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monitoring and control of the power grid that were infeasible
with SCADA systems.
Since the 1960s, visualization and situational awareness
technologies have improved and been augmented by newer
networking technologies. However, the need to continue
visibility improvements has been demonstrated by recent
power disturbances cascading into large blackouts, for
example, the ones in the USA/Canada and Italy/Switzerland in
2003 [1]. A single event, such as a transmission line fault, can
start a chain reaction an hour or two prior to an actual
blackout. When situational awareness is low, and no one has
the entire ―big picture‖ of the power system, the significance
of one event cannot be sufficiently understood by any person
or computer in order to take action to avoid the blackout. Such
informational disconnects are possible given that, for example,
the power systems in North America have 3500 participants
that can affect system stability [2].
The electric power system depends on control and
protection schemes that prevent the system from reaching
instability or collapse. Again, during the USA/Canada 2003
blackout, once the last contingency occurred, the cascading
over several US states and one Canadian province happened
too quickly for operator intervention. Under these
circumstances, the only way to avoid such cascading is to use
fast control or system protection schemes to isolate impacted
areas and/or adjust some controllable values.
The continuing need to improve the communications
infrastructure, increase the situational awareness of operators
[3], and improve wide-area power system control is driven in
part by fundamental challenges facing electric power systems:
demand for high reliability, efficient operation, and the
evolution toward noncarbon-based energy sources.
The reliability of the power system is dependent on its
ability to deliver electric power from generation to load
without disruption. Thus, the grid must be able to withstand
minor and major disturbances with minimal customer impact.
Interruption of electricity supply is not only inconvenient to
the user but it affects the overall economy (productivity) of the
region.
Reliability is enhanced by adding redundancy and
providing enough margin for the power system load. On the
other hand, operating the grid at lower levels than its limits,
introduces inefficiency because the transmission system is not
fully used. There is always some compromise between
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reliability and efficiency, and within the bounds of this
constraint, both of them have to be optimized.
The efficiency of a bulk power system is dependent on its
ability to minimize the cost of generation and delivery, which
is facilitated by the transfer of large amounts of power using
the most efficient generation sources while incurring the least
losses in the transmission system. Because transmission lines
have limits, maximizing efficiency requires a constrained and
nonlinear optimization calculation, which is done in the
energy market as well as in real time.
Evolving to a noncarbon-based electrical infrastructure will
require integrating large amounts of nontraditional generation
sources (such as wind and solar) that behave differently from
existing generation (such as nuclear, coal, and natural gas) [4],
[5]. The output of wind and solar generation is difficult to
control because it depends on local weather conditions. The
power system will have to use these intermittent sources of
generation without compromising reliability and efficiency.
Meeting these challenges involves modernizing not just the
power system, but also its data delivery infrastructure. The
best approach is to holistically and simultaneously consider
the dynamics of power systems and their data delivery
infrastructure—their steady states and those perturbed by a
power contingency or failure, or a cyberattack involving the
data delivery infrastructure. One key recent technology
involves sensor data that are given microsecond-accurate
timestamps and then delivered in real-time to give a coherent
picture of a system for operators—and also for closed-loop
control and broader protection.
In this paper, we offer a view of the power system
involving both applied electric power engineering and
computer science. We describe a wide range of applications
using coherent, real-time data in order to mitigate these
fundamental problems. We normalize and summarize the
system communications requirements, including not just
traditional quality of service (QoS) metrics, such as latency
and data rate but also broader metrics, which we call ―QoS+‖
that include geographic scope, criticality, and amount of data.
Next, we describe how these QoS+ metrics must necessarily
impact the power system’s data delivery system at the overlay
network level, including absolute requirements and
recommended implementation guidelines. As part of this
discussion, we also compare how existing overlay networklevel technologies, middleware, and power system
communications protocols map onto those requirements and
guidelines. This paper does not address the lower network
layers such as the physical, link, network, and transport layers,
other than showing the importance of an overlay network
above them and how it enables the complete network to meet
the wide-area system requirements. Finally, we overview the
decade-long research into the GridStat data delivery system
and the emerging NASPInet concept that GridStat has
influenced.
II. SOLUTIONS FOR ENHANCING GENERATION AND
TRANSMISSION BASED ON COHERENT REAL-TIME DATA
Time-synchronized measurement and control is an
enabling technology to help solve power system challenges.

Devices using this technology are becoming a standard part of
the power system and provide microsecond time accuracy
using Global Positioning System (GPS)-based clocks. These
measurements have existed for over a decade within devices
such as protective relays and other IEDs, which combine
precise measurements of currents and voltages with accurate
time recording. Synchrophasors are a common name for these
measurements. They represent both the magnitude and phase
angle of voltage or current waveform at a particular time,
synchronized to a common reference such as a GPS clock [6]–
[9]. However, the application of time-synchronized data
applies beyond voltage and current signals. Accurate timestamping of any electric power system measurement, such as
breaker status, active power, reactive power, and weather
effects on renewable generation, provides benefits for
reliability, efficiency, and economics.
A decade ago, time-synchronized measurements were
found only in stand-alone instruments called phasor
measurement units (PMUs). Today, such measurements are
also collected from meters, protective relays, and fault
recorders, which dramatically lowers the cost of implementing
synchrophasor-based control and protection strategies. Station
phasor data concentrators (PDCs), which gather timesynchronized measurements from several sources within a
substation, and distributed synchrophasor control devices are
important new system components, providing distributed
aggregation, archiving, control, and protection functions.
Furthermore, new communications architectures, which
include in-network data concentration, real-time distribution,
and fast fault recovery provide an infrastructure with the
necessary high reliability.
This section outlines a few applications that can bring
increased reliability, efficiency, and stability to the entire
power system. Examples are given in several broad areas:
state estimation, control, protection, situational awareness, and
event analysis. For each application, we explain how it is
being improved with time-synchronized measurements, and
then, in anticipation of the second half of this paper, we list
specific communications requirements. These requirements
provide the basis for subsequent communications system
analysis. The following review articles provide other
synchrophasor applications [8], [10]–[13].
A. State Estimation and Direct State Calculation
Knowing the system state in real time is an important first
step for reliable control of the power system [14]. In the
electric grid, the state of the system is defined as the voltage
magnitude and angle at every bus in the system. Schweppe
introduced the first system for estimating this state [15]. In
this approach, still in dominant use today, the state is
estimated from voltage magnitudes (no angles) and power
flow measurements using iterative, nonlinear algorithms.
While this has provided many benefits during the past forty
years, the model nonlinearities and nonsynchronized
measurements in this traditional state estimator cause
limitations in computation time, solution errors, and
convergence.
Fast state calculation is increasingly important for the
quick response time requirements of wide-area protection and
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control loops. Because time-synchronized measurements
include both angles and magnitudes, the state is directly
measured [16]. No additional processing is necessary.
Furthermore, if some bus locations do not have PMUs
installed, the only calculation required is a linear estimator
[17], which does not have the time skew, convergence, and
computation time issues of the traditional state estimator.
However, the new time-synchronized measurements are
not yet widely deployed to measure the angle and magnitude
at every bus in the system. Therefore, the traditional nonlinear
state estimation will still be necessary in some systems.
State estimators must keep track of dynamic power system
topology in order to correctly estimate the system state. Using
traditional methods, all measurements are not necessarily
taken at the same instant in time. This problem is minimized
in the existing state estimators because the measured
quantities they use, voltage magnitude and power, typically
change slowly with time. However, they occasionally do
experience more rapid changes and the result is that operators
often must ―suspend belief‖ in these quantities for a brief time
after a change occurs because information collected in this
asynchronous fashion creates operator display incoherency.
For example, when a breaker is opened, the current through
the breaker is interrupted and should read as zero amperes.
However, if the breaker-open information is received and
displayed before the current information is received and
displayed, then the operator sees an open breaker with a
nonzero current. It takes several SCADA polls for the
discrepancy to be resolved, and in the meantime, the operator
is not completely sure if the information is indicating a
breaker failure. With time-synchronized measurements, the
precise timestamps enable aligning all measurements,
including contacts, disconnect switches, and tap changer
values, so accurate system states can be calculated.
As a baseline case, it is interesting to note that a very
simple state measurement application is immediately available
with synchrophasor measurements and does not require any
special communications infrastructure. One common wiring
problem that is difficult to detect during commissioning is
rolled power system phases. Consider the case where the VA
source is wired to the VB terminals, VB to VC, and VC to
VA. Using a local PMU and simple terminal connection, a
technician can immediately check for this condition because
signal phases are referenced to a common time standard [18].
Thus, synchrophasor capability in IEDs instantly provides
these basic power system improvements to the power
engineer, even without additional software applications,
energy
management
systems,
or
communications
infrastructure.
Time-synchronized measurements also create the capability
to measure the state within substations and then share between
localized regions. Overall system state calculation is then a
matter of aggregating and reconciling the local measurements.
Fig. 1 shows an example of how local coherent measurements
improve system reliability [19].
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Fig. 1. Distributed Peer-to-Peer Communications Improve System
Reliability

For simplicity, the PDCs in Fig. 1 are shown connected
directly to the power system buses. In most systems, the PDC
connects through a PMU to the bus. The PDC represents a
local state calculation device; other devices are available that
perform this function. Each substation PDC collects the
voltages, currents, associated phase angles, and electrical
topologies of the system as required by the state calculation
engine in the PDC. The data are also exchanged between the
PDCs so that the state is refined based on measurements from
adjacent substations. The data exchange provides redundant
communications paths to a state estimator to prevent lost data,
should the primary communications channel be temporarily
lost. If direct communications are interrupted, an adjacent
PDC forwards the data.
Fig. 2 shows a two-level state estimator [20] that uses
synchrophasor capabilities across a wide area. This estimator
simplifies the total state estimation process by detecting and
correcting topology and data errors early in the estimation
process. It can also greatly lower the quantity of data sent to a
control center. This particular scheme uses only two levels,
but there is no inherent reason that similar techniques could
not be used for more levels of a hierarchy, e.g., substation,
utility subregion, utility, system operator, and transmission
operator.
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Fig. 2. Two-Level State Estimator Uses Synchrophasor Capabilities to
Simplify the State Estimation Process
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The communications quality of service (QoS) requirements
of these state measurement and calculation schemes are
dependent on the application using the state measurement,
because state measurement can be the first step of wide-area
protection and control schemes [21]. Today, most state
estimation implementations are too slow for these schemes
because of the nonlinear algorithm required when timesynchronized phase angles are not available. In these cases,
the only options are either local measurements or relatively
stable measurements such as power flows. With the direct
state measurement made possible with synchrophasors in
widely distributed power system IEDs, the measurement
values can be applied immediately to the protection and
control algorithms, thus enabling the use of more data that
cover a wider geographic area. This enables new protection
and control schemes. Meanwhile, for visualization and off-line
analysis applications, the latency for these inputs, is fairly
forgiving; tenths of seconds or even seconds is adequate, and a
rate of a few hertz or less suffices.
B. Distributed Wide-Area Control
Power system control needs to be improved because the
system is becoming more stressed each year as increased
demand and supply outstrips the addition of new long-distance
transmission capabilities; there are more ―miles times
megawatts‖ being travelled each year. Also, renewable energy
sources are more variable, and their effect on the power
system’s stability is less known than on-demand sources such
as hydroelectric, coal, and nuclear with which operators and
planners have greater experience. This variability can be
mitigated by moving from slower operator control to use of
faster algorithms with closed-loop feedback control.
As an example of a wide-area control solution, consider
how Southern California Edison has applied synchrophasors
for wide-area dynamic voltage control [22]. The purpose of
the system is to measure and control a voltage that is hundreds
of miles away from the control location. The control location
consists of a static VAR compensator (SVC). The SVC
adjusts its local voltage, and the remote voltage signal ensures
that the voltage at a remote location stays within its required
limits.
The total measurement and communications latency
requirement for this system is one second. This requirement
was not possible to achieve with the existing SCADA system
because of the slow and irregular update rate—most systems
are as slow as one update every several seconds. However, the
requirement was easily achieved by collecting readily
available streaming, uniformly sampled, time-synchronized
phasor measurements that update up to 60 times per second. A
generic architecture for a wide-area control regime is depicted
in Fig. 3 [23].
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Fig. 3.

Distributed Wide-Area Control Solution

Another control application is based on measuring power
system off-nominal inter-area oscillations. These oscillations,
often called power system modes, are caused by interactions
between various mechanical and control systems coupled
through long distance power lines. System disturbances, such
as generation shedding or line tripping, can excite these
oscillations, which may become more pronounced when wind
generation is added to the power system [24]. When
oscillations are well damped, the system returns to a stable
state after the disturbance; however, negatively damped
oscillations result in instability. Clearly the power system is
not intentionally designed to trigger unstable operation
conditions; it is designed with large stability margins. The
system topology, however, can change in unexpected ways
during a disturbance, which can lead to an unstable system.
Because of the power system size, it is difficult to predict all
possible topologies, parameters, and associated modes.
However, the uniform sampling rate of synchrophasor
measuring devices enables the ability to directly calculate the
frequency, magnitude, and damping factor of each power
system mode in real-time. Then, if an oscillation is detected
that is not sufficiently damped, an automated control loop
takes action, e.g., sheds load, to bring the system back to a
stable equilibrium [25]. Another approach uses a power
oscillation controller, which damps oscillations with existing
control devices, such as flexible ac transmission system
components or a power system stabilizer [26]–[28]. With
wide-area time-synchronized information, the oscillation
controller inputs are not constrained by geography and the
best measurement locations can be selected for the controller
input signals.
The output of wide-area control is often an actuation
signal. With time-synchronized devices, it is now possible to
synchronize the precise timing of these control signals.
Synchronizing the control action can reduce variability and
help keep the system stable. Fig. 4 shows an example of a
system, which demonstrates this synchronized control method
[29].
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Fig. 4. Power System Model Demonstrates Synchronous Distributed
Control

In Fig. 4, Lines 1 and 2 are part of the transmission
network. Line 3 connects the transmission and distribution
networks. Bus B4 is a distribution bus. The transformer
between buses B3 and B4 is a mechanical on-load tap change
transformer. As an example of the benefits of synchronized
control signals, consider the case of a line removal. To remove
a line from service, first an operator sends a command to open
breakers CB1 and CB2; this causes a decrease in the voltage at
Bus B2 due to the increased impedance from the generator
through the remaining Line 2. As a result of this voltage
decline, the controller at the transformer between B3 and B4
taps the transformer to restore the distribution voltage to its
target levels. If the transmission voltage at Bus B2 decays to a
value below the desired minimum, the operators may insert
the parallel capacitor into the system. This raises the
transmission bus voltage but then requires the transformer to
tap back down in order to avoid exceeding the distribution bus
target voltage levels. Fig. 5 illustrates the system response to
these changes. These sequential operations result in
unnecessary stress on power system components, and they can
also contribute to a more broadly cascading event if they
happen at an inopportune time.
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Fig. 5. Sequential Operations Disturb System Voltages and Currents and
Place Unnecessary Stress on the Power System

Using time-synchronized measurements, these sequential
operations are each synchronized to execute at exactly the
same moment. First, the operator selects an appropriate set of

commands (or recipe) to accomplish all of the desired
changes. The commands are then sent to a coordinator (such
as a PDC or automation controller) at each involved
substation. The PDCs send appropriate subsets of the
command list to IEDs and confirm that they are in states
appropriate for carrying out the commands. After receiving
confirmation from each IED that the sequences of commands
are ready to run, the PDC indicates to the operator that the
system is ready for initiation. The operator validates that all
components are ready, no cybersecurity alarms have been
received, and the change is still desired. The operator then
arms the system and sends the start time to the PDC. The PDC
and IEDs execute each command at a preprogrammed instant
in time. Fig. 6 shows a reduction in transients, which improves
reliability and leaves additional margin for the dynamics of
renewable energy sources.
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Fig. 6. Time-Synchronized Changes Cause Minimal Disturbance to System
Voltages and Currents

The synchronized control system enables verification that
the system operations are intended (that is, not due to a
cybersecurity breach) and are suitable for the given system
state. The distributed synchrophasor control device requests
control validation from the system operations center or source
of the synchronized commands. A local logic engine can
analyze the requested operation and determine, for example, if
opening a circuit breaker will result in a stability problem such
as an unacceptable voltage drop or collapse. The system can
also alarm to alert the operator when a new series of controls
is initiated. Only after validating the commands will the
operator arm the system to execute at the desired time.
Now, consider the communications system performance
requirements for these and other control-loop schemes based
on time-synchronized phasors. The allowable latencies for
control inputs vary from roughly 100 ms to a few seconds,
depending on the application. Various schemes have been
proposed to compensate for excessive latencies [30]. The
required data rate for inputs varies depending on the
application. Voltage control inputs can be as slow as 1 sample
per second, while oscillation control may require 60 samples
per second. The data delivery reliability is critical. However,
the reality of less than 100 percent message delivery is
tolerable when mitigated by anticipation and compensation in
the control algorithm. If input data are missing, there is
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C. Protection
Wide-area system protection applications are another class
of applications where the implementation is facilitated by
ability to communicate synchrophasor data across the grid. A
system integrity protection scheme (SIPS), also known as a
remedial action scheme (RAS), provides the next level of
protection after the relays, which respond to local power
system emergencies [31]. The purpose of local protection is to
quickly remove the disturbance and minimize equipment
damage. The purpose of system integrity protection is to
ensure that the complete power system remains in a viable
state after the local protection has operated. Wide-area
distributed signals improve the stability of these schemes.
Transient stability is a problem with many power systems in
which the transfer limit on some transmission corridors is
affected by the fact that short circuits make the system
unstable. Actions of various kinds—shedding load and/or
generation—are used to mitigate these instabilities, thus
allowing higher limits on the transmission corridor. The main
difficulty is that the instability occurs quite fast and any action
must take place within 50 to 250 ms to maintain stability.
Such fast actions are not possible without having a reliable,
high bandwidth, low latency communications system.
One class of SIPS is contingency-based, where the scheme
responds after a predefined event occurs, such as a topology
change due to a breaker opening. Another SIPS methodology
is based on analog quantities such as power flow, where the
scheme responds if the power exceeds or drops below a
threshold. In this case the system may shed load if the
generation is unable to supply the required power. In both
cases, the SIPS executes a preplanned mitigation strategy
developed by a previous analysis of the power system
configuration and performance.
Many applications of wide-area system protection can
move toward directly measuring the system state and acting
based on that information [21], [32]. A specific example of a
synchrophasor-based SIPS is the Comisión Federal de
Electridad (CFE; México) automatic generation shedding
scheme. A simplified diagram of the scheme is shown in
Fig. 7 [33].
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Fig. 7. CFE Automatic Generation Shedding Scheme Uses Synchrophasors
to Prevent Instability

If the transmission lines between the generation at
Angostura and the load at Chicoasen are lost, the system can
become unstable. Initially it might seem that the easiest
solution is contingency-based by monitoring the circuit
breakers connected to the line. However, the resulting scheme
becomes complicated because of the many circuit breakers
that must be monitored. A simpler solution uses relays with
time-synchronized phasors at each end of the line to measure
the angle difference and compare the difference against a
threshold.
Modeling using a Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDS)
shows that losing both transmission lines results in an initial
angle difference of 14 degrees; enough to cause system
instability. Fig. 8 shows how the angle increases without
constraint after the loss of both lines. A single-line fault
results in a difference of less than 7 degrees and does not
cause stability problems. As a result of these studies, a
threshold difference of 10 degrees between measurements at
Angostura and Chicoasen was selected for the synchrophasorbased scheme.
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typically no need to retransmit because it is better to have the
most recent data than to act based on historical data. The
geography of inputs can vary widely depending on the control
scheme.
The output is a control signal that is sent to power system
devices such as a voltage regulator, reactive power controller,
or load controller. The latency requirements are similar to
those for the inputs. The rate of sending control output signals
may be slower than the inputs, because in certain applications,
a control signal is only needed when it changes. However, for
continuous control outputs, a lower output rate makes the
control loop slower, so increasing the rate offers benefits in
some configurations. The quantity of the output signals is not
large, though it obviously goes up with increased output rates.
The geographic scope of the outputs is similar to the inputs.
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Angular Difference for a Double Contingency Condition

Relays with PMU capabilities were placed at Angostura
and Chicoasen. Each relay measures its local bus voltage
angle. The Chicoasen relay sends its synchrophasor data to the
Angostura relay. The Angostura relay time-aligns and then
compares its local angle with the remote phase angle from
Chicoasen. If the Angostura relay detects that the angle
difference exceeds the maximum threshold of 10 degrees, it
will trip generation to prevent system instability.
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Fig. 9 shows the result of the synchrophasor system
responding to a double-line loss and tripping the generation
after 100 ms. The system remains stable.
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The solar PV panel is connected through a breaker to the
distribution power system and then to the bulk power system.
Both relays acquire voltage phasor measurements locally.
Relay 1 then sends the synchrophasor values to Relay 2 at a
rate of 60 messages per second. Relay 2 receives the remote
synchrophasor values and calculates the angle differences
between the remote and local values.
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Fig. 9. Angular Difference for a Double Contingency at 500 ms and
Tripping of the SIPS 100 ms Later

Synchrophasor technology has also been applied in
islanding control [34] and anti-islanding applications.
Presently the IEEE 1547 Standard, ―Interconnecting
Distributed Resources With Electric Power Systems,‖ [35]
specifies that a distributed generation source must disconnect
from a locally islanded system within two seconds. Such a
requirement is important for safety reasons, quality of power,
and out-of-phase reclosing avoidance. One approach to antiislanding uses local voltage or frequency information to
determine if the frequency or voltage magnitude is outside
thresholds set by planning and engineering. However, if the
power mismatch between the islanded source and the local
load is small, it is difficult to detect an island and respond
quickly using voltage and frequency information. Breaker
status is another source of information that indicates when the
system is islanded, but this approach can require many
communications channels, causing overall poor reliability
[36]. Having the inverter continuously attempt to shift its local
frequency is another method that is used to indicate an island.
This method becomes less effective for high photovoltaic
(PV) penetration levels [37].
A synchrophasor-based anti-islanding system helps
alleviate disadvantages of existing approaches by making the
implementation simpler. Furthermore, as the density of
renewable energy sources increases, forced islanding reduces
power system reliability. IEEE 1547 also requires
disconnecting for sagging voltage under high demand. With a
small amount of generation, this requirement is reasonable,
but disconnecting a large number of solar generators can cause
the low-voltage condition to accelerate. In the future, it will be
important to keep these sources online during certain power
system events because the large quantity of generated power
can help keep the system stable. Synchrophasors enable a
wide-area view of the system and therefore enable solutions
that can keep distributed generation online during transient
conditions.
Using synchrophasor technology, islanding control for a
PV system is set up as shown in Fig. 10 [29]. The relays
include PMU capabilities and are connected by a wireless link.

Inverter

Reference Phasor
Measurements

Fig. 10. Anti-Islanding Scheme Using Relays, Synchrophasors, and an
Inverter

The angle difference between the relays is defined as δ k in
(1). The rate of change of δk is the relative slip frequency, Sk
in (2), where MRATE is the synchrophasor message rate. The
change of slip frequency with respect to time, measures the
acceleration between the two terminals. This value is defined
as Ak in (3).
(1)
Vk(1)
Vk(2)
k

Sk

k

Ak

k 1

Sk Sk

MRATE

(2)

MRATE

(3)

1

Combining slip (Sk) and acceleration (Ak) results in the
island detection phase diagram shown in Fig. 11 [38]. In
steady state, the slip and acceleration are at the origin. When
an island condition occurs, slip and acceleration are possible,
and either can push the phase into the Islanded region of the
phase diagram. Normally, the system is indicated as connected
when the slip (2) and acceleration (3) are within the
Connected region of the diagram.
Acceleration

Islanded

0
Slip Frequency
Connected

Islanded

0

Fig. 11. Islanding and Connectedness Based on Acceleration and Slip
Frequency
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The communications requirements for wide-area system
protection are challenging. The input data rate is the highest of
all the applications considered, and the latency must be very
low. The criticality of its inputs (and outputs) is extremely
high. For example, a system integrity protection system might
be installed in order to transfer more energy over a line than it
can handle under all contingencies. Therefore, if a
contingency happens, it will have to respond by curtailing
generation or load. If the protection scheme fails to operate,
the contingency can cascade into a blackout [39]. As a specific
example of communications requirements, the CFE system
required a data exchange of 20 messages per second in order
to meet the operating time of 100 ms. This message rate was
met by using a 19,200 baud fiber-optic serial connection
between the relays.
Outputs from a wide-area protection algorithm are a
condition-based control signal to initiate any of a number of
actions to compensate for the contingency, e.g., tripping a
breaker, generator, or load. The outputs should be delivered
with very low latencies. The criticality of the control actions is
high, though the quantity is low. The output control signals
sometimes are delivered over less distance than the inputs
when the logic is located close to the power system element
that it is controlling.
D. Wide-Area Situational Awareness
Operator displays are the primary window by which
engineers monitor the operational state of the electric power
system. Most existing operator displays update slowly based
on data collected from a SCADA system every few seconds.
These data are insufficient to reveal some crucial dynamic
phenomena, such as oscillations, that can indicate progress
toward undesirable operating conditions. With so much new
renewable generation being connected to the power system, it
is difficult to analyze the power system in sufficient detail to
predict some of these oscillations, so detecting them when
they occur is crucial. Many oscillations have such a high
frequency that they are not detectable with the slowly
updating SCADA data. Presenting operators with results of
analysis based on synchrophasor measurements made at much
higher rates offers a remedy for this. Many systems have been
described in the literature [40]–[45]. New tools based on widearea information are becoming available to help operators
determine abnormal conditions and either assist in selecting
the appropriate response or automatically perform a control
action. These tools include dynamic security assessment
(DSA) [46], mode meters [47], and voltage collapse detection
[48], [49].
The communications latency constraints for wide-area
visualization are not strict because the data arrive coherently;
updates every few seconds are sufficient and displays can lag
by a few seconds. However, the latency becomes more
important when data are used for more than visualization, such
as in security or oscillation monitoring applications that
predict whether the power system is moving into an unstable
state. The quantity of data gathered with synchrophasor
measurements is large because of the high sampling rate and
increased number of measurement points across an entire
utility or ISO (wide area). Note the difference to existing

SCADA systems. The existing SCADA systems update every
few seconds with a single instance of measurements from
strategic substations, so the sample rate is equal to the update
rate. The wide-area scheme based on synchrophasors also
might update every few seconds but with a sequence of
measurements. The sample rate of the measurements might be
30, 60, or 120 samples per second, arriving as a set of values
at the slower message rate.
For visualization, it is not always critical that every
measurement arrive. If there is a gap in communications, the
systems are designed to buffer and retransmit critical
information during a fault or other problem. This kind of data
transfer is different from some uses of sensor updates, where
each update may be critical to deliver.
E. Post-Event Analysis
A system disturbance in the power grid can lead to an
outage at some scale. Utilities are required to save key sensor
data in a database so regulatory authorities, such as NERC in
North America, can ascertain the root cause of the problem.
Post-event data transfer, then, involves transferring key related
database entries for an event. The data messages of the
transfer need not have any kind of latency guarantees, because
the post-event analysis will be conducted offline. However, it
is important to be able to transfer a reasonable amount of
event data within a few hours or at most a few days. If the size
of the required dataset is too large, and the communications
system is not adequately designed, it may not be possible to
do this without interfering with important real-time data. One
post-event application is model validation. Gathering of
archived data has no sub-second data delivery requirements
for a given sensor update, but it is important that the data
transfers in this class happen in a reasonably predictable
amount of time and that all of the data be transferred,
requiring a reliable data transfer mechanism.
III. POWER APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS MAPPED TO DATA
DELIVERY SERVICE REQUIREMENTS
The power applications described in the previous section
have a wide range of data delivery requirements in many
dimensions. In this section, we summarize the requirements of
communicating synchrophasor data to show the breadth of the
requirement space and introduce the idea of a wide-area
measurement system for data delivery (henceforth WAMSDD). WAMS-DD middleware lies between the lower network
layers and the power system applications.
A. Normalizing WAMS-DD QoS+ Parameters
Table 1 presents WAMS-DD requirements in a qualitative
form, normalized to indicate the level of difficulty, where 5
means most difficult and 1 means least challenging to provide.
This methodology enables comparison of different properties
that have very different ranges, to get a sense of the wide
ranges of difficulty or easiness involved for different power
applications. It is important to note that a given application
will not have all of its values in the same row; some
requirements will be quite stringent (e.g., ultra-low latency)
while others may be more forgiving (e.g., low volume of
traffic) for a given application.
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TABLE 1: NORMALIZED VALUES OF QOS+ PARAMETERS
Difficulty
(5 hardest)

Latency
(ms)

Rate
(Hz)

Criticality

Quantity

Geography

Deadline
(for bulk traffic)

5

5–20

240–720+

Ultra

Very High

Across grid or multiple ISOs

<5 seconds

4

20–50

120–240

High

High

Within an ISO/ RTO

1 minute

3

50–100

30–120

Medium

Medium

Between a few utilities

1 hour

2

100–1000

1–30

Low

Low

Within a single utility

1 day

1

>1000

<1

Very Low

Very Low (serial)

Within a substation

>1 day

Included in Table 1 are representative values of the
following data delivery requirements.
Latency: What latency is required for the delivery?
Rate: At what message rate does/should the input be
delivered, both now and in the future?
Criticality: How critical is this input [50]? i.e., what is the
severity of the consequences if data are not delivered for a
short period of time?
Quantity: How much information needs to be delivered?
Geography: How far do the data have to travel?
Deadline: For bulk data transfer (defined shortly), when
does the transfer have to be completed?
As noted earlier, some of these parameters are called
quality of service (QoS) by networking researchers. We denote
this entire collection, then, as QoS+ to indicate that it includes
other information needed in communications system design.
QoS+ also refers to cybersecurity issues, though these are
beyond the scope of this paper.
The WAMS-DD requirements include the entire
communications system. Lower-layer protocols, such as the
physical layer, network layer, and transport layer, must be
selected so that they meet the WAMS-DD requirements.
However, these lower-layer protocols will also include other
requirements and capabilities that are unique to them.
Addressing their functionality is outside the scope of this
paper.
B. Comparing WAMS-DD Parameters for Selected Power
Applications
We now use the numerical difficulty values identified in
Table 1 to summarize the QoS+ requirements for the power
applications described in Section II. This is depicted in
Table 2. The columns of this table are the different
applications. The rows are the QoS+ attributes of the
application’s data delivery requirements along with three other
kinds of information about the application:
Loop Entity: Where does the application’s output go, a
person (P); or a computer (C)?
Inputs and Outputs: What kind of data delivery is the
input or output, streaming sensor updates (SS), conditionbased (Co), i.e., aperiodic events triggered by some condition,
or bulk data transfer (Bu)?
Note that the inputs and outputs for a given application can
be different. For example, an application can take in SS
updates but only emit an output when those inputs show a
certain condition (Co). Also note that Co and Bu inputs and

outputs do not have a delivery rate and that a Bu input or
output does not have a required latency, which in this table
represents a per-message guarantee. Bu inputs and outputs are
also the only kinds that have a ―soft‖ deadline.
NASPInet Class: What service class is this kind of traffic,
see Section IV D 4.
It is crucial to note that the requirements of even this small
set of applications have great diversity. This means that the
data delivery requirements are very broad, and many different
kinds of traffic have to be managed in order for each
application to receive its required delivery guarantees. This is
exactly the opposite of ―one size fits all‖ regarding data
delivery. Further, we note that power system dynamics can be
affected by data delivery dynamics [51], [52].
We now examine what these data delivery requirements are
in greater detail, along with issues involved with
implementing them.
IV. COHERENT REAL-TIME DATA DELIVERY ENABLING
THESE APPLICATIONS
Data delivery in the power system today can be improved
by reducing the use of hard-coded protocols, developing more
reusable systems, and providing real end-to-end performance
guarantees. For example, in protection applications, overprovisioning provides low latencies and high availability in
the steady state but not necessarily in the face of IT failures,
bugs in software or hardware that cause spurious traffic, or
cyberattacks. As more applications that can exploit coherent,
real-time data delivery emerge, such as those outlined in
Section II, using isolated networks may soon become
unsustainable, as will designing a new communications
system for each new application or application family.
Fortunately, the state of the art in distributed computing,
real-time systems, and fault-tolerant computing does support
providing strong guarantees with data delivered to many
applications. If designed, implemented, and validated
correctly, a state-of-the-art data delivery system can greatly
lower the barrier to enter (in both time and money) and enable
deployment of new power applications by simplifying the
process of adding new sensors. If designed incorrectly, it will
be difficult to maintain in the future because it will not be able
to keep up with increasing demands. Further, these data
delivery systems will have a long life, and no single networklevel mechanism (for multicast, security, or QoS) can be
assumed to be everywhere.
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TABLE 2: DIVERSITY OF DATA DELIVERY OF SELECTED POWER APPLICATIONS
Direct State
Measurement

Operator
Displays

Catch Up for
Operator
Displays

Distributed
Wide-Area
Control

System Protection With
Time-Synchronized Anti-Islanding
Data

P/C

P

P

C

C

Kind

SS

SS

Co

SS

Lat.

1–5

1

1

Rate

1–5

2–3

Crit.

1–5

Quan.

Post-Event
Analysis

Research

C

P

P

SS

SS

Co

Co

2–4

4–5

4–5

1

1–5

1

2–4

4–5

3–5

1

1–5

2–4

1–2

5

5

4–5

1–5

1–5

1–5

3–5

3–4

3–5

2–4

1–3

5

1–5

Geog.

1–5

5

5

1–5

1–4

1–2

3–5

3–5

Dline

—

—

5

—

—

—

2–3

1

Kind

SS

SS

Bu

SS/Co

Co

Co

Bu

Bu

Lat.

1–5

1

1

2–4

5

3–5

—

—

Rate

1–5

1

1–2

2–4

—

—

—

—

Crit.

1–5

2–4

1–2

5

5

5

1–2

1

Quan.

1–5

3–5

3–4

1–3

1–3

1–2

5

5

Geog.

1–5

1

1

1–4

1–3

1–2

5

5

Dline

—

—

5

—

—

—

2–3

1

NASPInet Class

B

D

—

B

A

A

C

E

Loop Entity
Inputs

Outputs

It is crucial, therefore, that data delivery systems between
the mission-critical peer-to-peer automatic protection and
control systems, and the power grid’s operations IT backbone,
have interoperability between different kinds of network
mechanisms providing the same property, such as delay
guarantees [53].
In this section, we examine how a WAMS-DD will be an
enabling technology for the new and emerging power system.
We first overview the performance and reliability
requirements that a WAMS-DD must meet. We then present
implementation guidelines, based on best practices in other
industries and in the field of distributed computing systems,
for achieving these requirements. Next we compare how
existing technologies meet these delivery requirements and
design guidelines when used in isolation without additional
overlay networks. This includes technologies and standards at
the network layers (and below), the middleware layer(s), and
related ones from the power industry. We also discuss relevant
research and development for wide-area middleware. After
this, we discuss the emerging NASPInet effort and the
GridStat data delivery middleware. Finally, we conclude this
section with a brief discussion of pertinent cybersecurity
issues for next-generation data delivery services for the
electric power grid.
Note that the following analysis focuses on coherent but
asynchronous data delivery for operations, but the emerging
communications infrastructure will provide the additional
benefit of distributing the time signal required for timesynchronized measurements and control. Typically time is
received via GPS and distributed over a separate physical

network using protocols such as IRIG. This results in a
physical cable connection to the measuring devices such as
PMUs. Combining time distribution with the communications
network provides advantages such as simplicity and reliability
[54]. Furthermore, for many applications, such as a control
scheme or system protection scheme, which use separate
mission-critical peer-to-peer communications, operation can
proceed even if global time is lost, as long as they maintain a
local coherent time signal. The communications infrastructure
can provide this locally common time signal when the primary
GPS signal is unavailable.
A. System Model
Fig. 12 depicts the architecture of a WAMS-DD.
Application programs or firmware that emit a stream of
updates are called publishers, which are denoted as Pub1
through PubN in the diagram; Pub1, for example, outputs
updates to variables X and Y. Applications that receive these
updates are called subscribers, which are denoted as Sub1
through SubN. In the diagram, Sub1 subscribes to Y from Pub1
and to W from PubN.
In the usual case in publish-subscribe (pub-sub) systems,
neither publisher nor subscriber needs to know about the
other; they are decoupled such that they only know about the
variable they publish or subscribe to and how to contact the
delivery system. In cases where the subscriber requires
confirmation that the update came from its legitimate
publisher—which may be common with a WAMS-DD—data
integrity techniques from the computer security field can be
used by the data delivery system.
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Pub1
X

Sub1

Y

Sensor App
or firmware
Pub-Prx-Mech Proxy

...

Power App

Z

Proxy Sub-Prx-Mech

Sensor App
or firmware
Pub-Prx-Mech Proxy

...

Y,W updates

...

W

W

WAMS-DD Cloud

X,Y updates

PubN

Y

SubM
...

Power App

Z

X

Proxy Sub-Prx-Mech

Z,W updates

Z,X updates

Fig. 12. Architecture and System Model of a WAMS-DD

Creating a pub-sub delivery path requires two steps.
Publishers register their variables with the delivery system
(only once per variable, not once per subscriber), and
subscribers request a subscription to a given variable. For both
publishers and subscribers, the delivery system returns a
handle to a piece of code called a proxy, which is generated at
compile time by the data delivery middleware. This proxy
contains logic provided by the data delivery service, which,
besides doing the usual middleware proxy activities such as
packaging of the parameters into a message, is also a place
where data delivery mechanisms may reside. In Fig. 12, we
denote a publisher-side proxy as Pub-Prx-Mech and the
subscriber-side proxy as Sub-Prx-Mech.
After the variable is registered and subscribed to, updates
to variables flow from publishers to subscribers, as shown in
blue in Fig. 12. To do this, they traverse what we call the
WAMS-DD Cloud. This is opaque because, as shown later in
this section, it can be implemented in different ways resulting
in different tradeoffs. For the purposes of our system model,
the WAMS-DD Cloud consists of a graph where the edges are
network links and the nodes contain forwarding mechanisms
that can forward a message on its way toward a subscriber.
Updates from a publisher of a sensor variable thus traverse
one or more paths to be delivered to a given subscriber. Along
a given path, an update may be delayed, so that its required
delivery latency cannot be met, or the update may be dropped
due to failures in a network link or forwarding node or due to
a cyberattack. However, the probabilities of an update not
meeting its delivery requirements can be held extremely low
by carefully designing the WAMS-DD and by allocating
multiple paths for important updates. That is, a WAMS-DD
can be constructed so that the on-time delivery probability is
very high, so long as its design constraints are met.
Informally, these include forwarding capacity per node,
maximum link traffic, number and kind of benign failures, and
cyberattacks, etc.
We now overview the delivery requirements in
Section IV B; then in Section IV C, we describe
implementation guidelines that can be used to meet these
delivery requirements with extremely high probabilities.
These probabilities offer the potential to practice using dual
isolated networks for critical protection applications, while at
the same time supporting many more application families with
thousands of update flows. However, such delivery
technologies clearly need to be proven in the field before any
migration to them can begin to be contemplated.

B. Delivery Requirements for a WAMS-DD
The following delivery requirements (DRs) must be met by
a WAMS-DD [55], [56]; these do not include the details of
cybersecurity-related requirements. These DRs are in addition
to the requirements of other network layers, such as the
physical, link, network, and transport layers, which are outside
the scope of this paper.
Requirement 1. Hard, end-to-end (E2E) guarantees must
be provided over an entire grid because protection and
control applications depend on the data delivery. The
guarantees must be deterministic: met unless the system’s
design criteria have been violated (e.g., traffic amount,
number of failures, and severity of cyberattack).
Requirement 2. WAMS-DDs must have a long lifetime and
thus must be designed with future-proofing in mind. This
is crucial in order to amortize costs over many projects,
utilities, grids, etc. The goal of NASPInet, for example, is
to last at least 30 years.
Requirement 3. Multicast (one-to-many) is the normal
mode of communications, not point-to-point. Increasingly,
a given sensor value is needed by multiple power
applications.
Requirement 4. End-to-end guarantees must be provided
for a wide range of QoS+. Data delivery for the power
system is not ―one size fits all‖ [50], as shown in
Section II and Table 2. For example, to provide very low
latencies, very high rates, and very high
criticality/availability to all applications would be
prohibitively expensive. Fortunately, many applications
do not require these stringent guarantees, but their less
stringent requirements must nevertheless be met.
Examples of the wide ranges that must be provided
follow (summarized partly from Table 1 and Table 2):
A. Latency and Rate: Ten milliseconds or less, up to
seconds (or hours or days for bulk transfer
traffic), .001 Hz to 720 Hz or more.
B. Criticality/Availability:
IntelliGrid
[50]
recommends five levels of availability of data,
from ultra to medium.
C. Cybersecurity: Support a range of tradeoffs of
encryption strength compared to delay induced
and resources consumed.
Requirement 5. Some merging and future SIPS, transient
stability, and control applications require ultra-low
latencies and one-way delivery on the order of a half or
full power cycle (8–16 ms in the US) over hundreds of
miles [31]. Thus, any forwarding protocols should not
add more than a millisecond or two of latency (through
all forwarding hops) on top of the speed of light in the
underlying communications medium.
These latencies must be provided in a way that:
A. Is predictable and guaranteed for each update
message, not a much weaker aggregate guarantee
over longer periods of time, applications, and
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locations such as is provided by multiprotocol
label switching (MPLS) technology [57].
Each sensor update needs to arrive within its
required guaranteed deadline.
B. Tolerates nonmalicious failures in the WAMSDD infrastructure.
No system can tolerate unlimited kinds and
numbers of failures. However, much like the
power system must continue in the face of one or
more known contingencies, the IT infrastructure
on which it increasingly depends must still
provide these hard, end-to-end guarantees in the
face of failures (up to design limits).
C. Tolerates malicious cyberattacks.
Power systems are known to be subjects of
extensive study and probing by multiple
organizations that have significant information
warfare capabilities, including nation states,
terrorist organizations, and organized crime. A
WAMS-DD must adapt and continue to deliver
data despite cyberattacks of a designed severity
(a bar that should be increasable over the life of
the system). Note that a bug in hardware or
software that generates spurious traffic can have
an effect similar to that of a cyberattack.
Requirement 6. Extremely high throughput is required.
Today’s synchrophasor applications are generally limited
to 30 or 60 Hz in the USA, in part because the
communications systems they use are not designed to
support higher rates. To not provide much higher
sustainable throughput would greatly limit the number of
new applications that can help the power system’s
stability. Indeed, not just synchrophasors but digital fault
recorders (DFRs) and IEDs in substations provide a
wealth of data. It is quite conceivable and likely that ―If
you build it, they will come‖ and there will be many
thousands of synchrophasors, relays, DFRs, and other
sources of sensor updates across a grid. These devices can
output at 720 Hz and sample at 8 kHz, but their full
output is not always used remotely due to
communications limitations. If key relay or DFR data
could be delivered from a set of devices across a grid at
720 Hz, many new opportunities would open up for
transient protection without using expensive dedicated
networks or ―drilling down‖ into the root causes of an
ongoing
power
contingency
using
additional
contingency-specific data.
We are not aware of any commercial or military market for
a wide-area data delivery infrastructure that has the stringent
requirements of a WAMS-DD including ability to enforce
complete perimeter control, ability to know the vast majority
of the traffic ahead of time, and other factors incorporated into
the implementation guidelines described next in this paper.
The reason is quite simple; electric power is the only market
with such stringent requirements. However, these
requirements are achievable using state-of-the-art distributed

real-time embedded computing [58], [59], as long as a careful
end-to-end analysis is done [60] and the core data delivery
mechanisms are not saddled with unnecessary features. Much
broader reliability has been explored in the fault-tolerant
distributed computing community, from where appropriate
lessons, both good and bad, should be heeded [61], [62].
C. Implementation Guidelines for a WAMS-DD
The requirements outlined in the previous subsection were
kept to a minimum. In order to achieve them, a number of
implementation guidelines (IGs) are enumerated and
explained in this section, many of which are quite different
from what is provided in today’s best-effort Internet and what
has been the standard practice in networking and distributed
computing research.
Some of the IGs below (e.g., IG4 and IG5) are actually
deemed requirements for NASPInet [56], but we describe
them here as IGs because it is possible to build a WAMS-DD
without them. These IGs are drawn from a number or sources,
including our knowledge of what the state of the art in
distributed computing has demonstrated is feasible, best
practices in other industries, and decades of experience gained
in Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
wide-area application and middleware projects [63]–[67],
[58], [59].
We also note that the scope of these IGs involves only the
data delivery system for a WAMS-DD. It does not include the
supporting services that will be required for configuration,
security, path allocation, resource management, etc. It is
important to avoid hard-coding these tools in a WAMS-DD,
but rather allow them to be specified in a high-level policy
language (or at least a database) [66]–[68]. For an example of
a hierarchical version of such services (a ―management
plane‖), see [69], [70].
Guideline 1. Avoid post-error recovery mechanisms.
Traditional protocols for the Internet in general and
reliable multicast protocols from the fault-tolerant
computing research community use post-error recovery
[62]. In these protocols the receiver either sends a positive
acknowledgement (ACK) when it receives a message, or
it sends a negative acknowledgment (NACK) when it
concludes that the message will not arrive. However, this
can add considerable latency when a message1 gets
dropped; three one-way latencies are required plus a
relatively large timeout. This violates DR1, DR5A, and
DR5B.
The better alternative is to send sensor updates
proactively over multiple disjoint paths, each of which
would meet the latency and rate requirements [71], [72].
Indeed, if multiple independent messages, each going
over a QoS-managed path, cannot meet the delivery
deadline, then sending ACKs or NACKs is very unlikely
to help and the resulting additional network traffic may
make things worse.
1
We use the term ―message‖ rather than ―packet,‖ because in many cases
we are describing middleware-layer mechanisms above the network and
transport layers.
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Note that the guideline to avoid post-error correction is
only for data with guarantees on a per-message basis.
Bulk data transfer is similar to a remote file transfer and
will almost certainly employ post-error correction.
However, bulk data transfer mechanisms must be
different from the ones that have to provide per-message
guarantees and isolated from the hard real-time
mechanisms.
Guideline 2. Optimize for rate-based sensors. A WAMSDD can be made with higher throughput and robustness if
not over-engineered. General-purpose pub-sub systems
offer a wide range of traffic types, because they are
designed to support a wide range of applications [73].
However, in a WAMS-DD, the vast majority of the traffic
will be rate-based.
Guideline 3. Provide per-subscriber QoS+. It is crucial
that different subscribers to the same sensor variable be
able to have different guarantees in terms of latency, rate,
and criticality/availability. If not, then a lot of bandwidth
will be wasted; all subscribers will have to receive the
most stringent QoS+ required by any of its subscribers.
Guideline 4. Provide efficient multicast. In order to
achieve the highest throughput possible, it is imperative to
avoid unnecessary network traffic. Thus, never send an
update over a link more than once. Also, as a sensor
update is forwarded through the network, the update
message should be dropped if it is not needed downstream
in the multicast tree (e.g., by subscribers who require it at
a lower rate than other subscribers). This can be
implemented using a rate down-sampling mechanism as is
done in GridStat [71], [72].
These first four guidelines add up to a need for multicast
routing heuristics that provide multiple disjoint paths to each
subscriber, with each path meeting the subscriber’s latency
requirement. A family of heuristics developed for this multicast routing problem [74], [75] confirms the feasibility of the
approach at the anticipated scale (see IG10 in Table 3) if
routing decisions are made statically (see IG11 in Table 3).
GridStat’s route selection mechanisms are based on these four
guidelines.
Guideline 5. Provide synchronized rate down-sampling.
In providing rate down-sampling, it is important to not
down-sample in a way that destroys the usefulness of
some data. For example, synchrophasors are used to take
a direct state measurement at a given microsecond. If
some subscribers require only a small fraction of the
updates for a set of synchrophasor sensors, the updates
that reach the subscriber at each interval must carry the
same timestamp. If a subscriber only requires a tenth of
the updates from two different variables, then it would not
be useful to get updates {#1, #11, #21} from one
synchrophasor and updates {#2, #12, #22} from another
synchrophasor, because the given measurements do not
correspond to the same time. They are not the same
snapshot, which is the main point of synchrophasors.

Also, for applications that require reconstruction of the
original signal, it is important to maintain Nyquist
bandwidth filtering to avoid aliasing.
Guideline 6. Don’t
depend
on
priority-based
“guarantees.” Pub-sub delivery systems typically offer a
way to specify a priority, so if the traffic gets too heavy,
less important traffic can be dropped. However, this does
not provide a hard end-to-end guarantee to subscribing
applications, and even applications that are not of the
highest criticality still need to meet their DRs. Instead of
priorities, mechanisms must be used that exploit the
characteristics of a WAMS-DD (as outlined in these
guidelines) to provide each subscriber firm assurances
that its guarantees will be met so long as the design
criteria in terms of kind and numbers of failures (DR5B)
and cyberattacks (DR5C) are not violated.
Guideline 7. Provide end-to-end interoperability across
different/new IT technologies (providing multicast,
latency, rate, etc.). Many WAMS-DDs will span multiple
utility and network organizations. It is unlikely that the
same mechanisms will be present across all these
organizations. And, even if they are today, if the WAMSDD gets locked into the lower-level application
programming interfaces (APIs) and semantics of a given
multicast or QoS mechanism, it will be difficult to ―ride
the technology curve‖ and use newer and better
mechanisms that will inevitably become available over
the long lifetime of the WAMS-DD. This is a stated goal
of the GridWise community, see [76]. Fortunately, it is
possible to use middleware to span these different
underlying technologies in order to guarantee diversity of
the underlying networks that must be spanned. Indeed,
this is one of the main reasons for the development of
middleware over the last three decades.
Guideline 8. Exploit a priori knowledge of predictable
traffic. Internet routers cannot in general make
assumptions or optimizations based on the characteristics
of the traffic that they will be subjected to, because they
are intended to be general-purpose and support a wide
range of traffic types. A WAMS-DD, however, has traffic
that is not just rate-based but is often known ahead of
time, as is the case when an engineering survey is made
of a new power application. This common case can be
optimized, as described in later IGs below.
Guideline 9. Have
systematic,
quick,
internal
instrumentation. In order to provide end-to-end
guarantees across a wide area despite failures and
cyberattacks, IG8 must be exploited to provide systematic
and fast instrumentation of the WAMS-DD. This allows
much quicker adaptations to anomalous traffic, whether
accidental or malicious in origin. Finally, this
instrumentation should exploit the pervasive presence of
GPS clocks in substations and in likely sites for WAMSDD backbone mechanisms.
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X

X

X

IGx Prerequisites

X

DR6: High Throughput

X

5C: Tolerating Cyberattacks

5B: Tolerating Failures

X

5A: Per-Update and
Predictable

X

DR5: Ultra-Low Latencies…

4C: Cybersecurity

4B: Criticality/Availability

4A: Latency and Rate

DR4: Wide Range of QoS+…

DR3: Multicast

DR2: Future-Proofing

DR1: Hard E2E WAN
Guarantees

TABLE 3: IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES AND THE DELIVERY REQUIREMENTS THAT MANDATE THEM

IG1: Avoid post-error recovery mechanisms
X

X

IG2: Optimize for rate-based sensors

X

X

IG3: Provide per-subscriber QoS+

X

X

IG4: Provide efficient multicast
2, 3

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

IG7: Provide end-to-end interoperability across different/new IT
technologies (multicast, QoS+)

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

IG8: Exploit a priori knowledge of traffic
8

8–10

IG11: Use static, not dynamic, routing
IG12: Enforce complete perimeter control

X

12

IG13: Reject unauth. messages quickly and locally

X

2, 8

IG14: Provide only simple subscription criteria

X

X

2

IG15: Support transient, not persistent, delivery

X

X

IG16: Don’t over-design consistency and (re)ordering
2, 8, 14–16

IG17: Minimize forwarding-time logic
IG18: Support multiple QoS+ mechanisms for different operating
conditions

X
X

X

X

X
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Guideline 10. Exploit smaller scale of the WAMS-DD. This
is crucial if the challenging delivery requirements are to
be met over a wide area with reasonable cost. However,
this requires rethinking the conventional wisdom in
networking research and commercial middleware
products.
NASPInet data buses (NnDBs), see Section IV D 4,
will be orders of magnitude smaller in scale than the
Internet at large2, so it is feasible for the entire
configuration to be stored in one location for the purposes
of (mostly offline) route selection. Additionally, academic
computer science researchers historically consider
2

IG9: Have systematic, quick internal instrumentation
IG10: Exploit smaller scale of the WAMS-DD

X
X

IG5: Provide synchronized rate down-sampling
IG6: Don’t depend on priority-based ―guarantees‖

X

X

X

Summary of
Implementation Guideline IGx

For example, in the entire USA there are approx 3500 companies that
participate in the grid [2]. Therefore, in the case of a broker-based pub-sub
system (defined later), the number of router-like forwarding engines that
would be required for an NnDB backbone is at most 104 and likely only
around 103.

IG19: Inspect only message header, not payload
IG20: Manage aperiodic traffic

something that is O(N2) for path calculation with N
routers or forwarding engines to be infeasible; see for
example [70]. However, this assumption ignores two key
factors for WAMS-DDs. First, N is not in the
neighborhood of 108 as in the Internet, but rather is more
likely ~103 at least for the next 5–10 years. Even O(N2)
storage of state is feasible at this scale. Second, as a rule,
power engineers do not decide that they need a given
sensor’s values seconds before they really need it, due in
part to the fact that today’s data delivery infrastructure
requires them to recode hard-coded socket programs and
then recompile. Rather, power engineers plan their power
contingencies (and what data they will need in them)
months ahead of time with detailed engineering studies,
and they plan similarly for their monitoring, protection,
control,
and
visualization
needs.
Thus,
the
routing/forwarding decisions involved in path selection
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can be done offline well ahead of time, while still
allowing for handling a modest number of subscription
requests at runtime.
It is also feasible for router-like forwarding engines to
store state for each flow. Having a router keep per-flow
state has long been considered a bane to networking
researchers, because it is considered to be prohibitively
unscalable. However, with the much smaller scale, and
the much more limited type of applications for a WAMSDD, storing per-flow state is not only feasible but it is a
requirement for providing IG3 (per-subscriber QoS+)
with IG4 (efficient multicast); this is something that the
GridStat project has been using for many years [69].
Recently, however, networking researchers are realizing
the necessity of storing per-flow state to provide any
reasonable kind of QoS [77]. Other recent efforts with
roughly similar approaches include CHART [78] and
PHAROS [79].
Guideline 11. Use static, not dynamic routing and naming.
Much stronger latency guarantees can be provided when
using complete knowledge of topology (IG10) coupled
with static routing. Complete topology knowledge is a
reasonable assumption in an NnDB, given that it will be a
carefully managed critical infrastructure with complete
admission control. Also, almost all of the sensors and
power applications will be known well ahead of time, so
optimizations for static or slowly-changing naming can
potentially be useful and can be done while still providing
more flexible and dynamic discovery services at a much
lower volume. We note that networking and security
researchers generally assume that the membership of
multicast groups (or a set of subscribers) may change
rapidly; see for example [70]. However, this is not the
case with a WAMS-DD.
Guideline 12. Enforce complete perimeter control. All
traffic put onto a WAMS-DD must pass admission
control criteria (permissions based on rules for both
cybersecurity and resource management) via a
management system where the publisher registers a
sensor variable at a given rate and the subscriber asks for
a subscription with a given rate and end-to-end latency.
This is essential to provide guarantees at a per-message
granularity. It also enables quicker adaptations.
Guideline 13. Reject unauthorized messages quickly and
locally. Messages that have gone around the admission
control perimeter should be rejected as soon as possible,
ideally at the next WAMS-DD forwarding engine, rather
than going most or all the way across the WAMS-DD
consuming resources along the way. Detection of such
unauthorized packets is an indicator of anomalous traffic
and hence, evidence of a failure or cyberattack that needs
to be reported to the management infrastructure. When
sufficient evidence over sufficient time is collected, an
appropriate adaptation can occur.
Guideline 14. Provide only simple subscription criteria.
This is exactly the opposite of what is usually done with

general purpose pub-sub systems in either academic
research or commercial products. Both tend to favor
complex subscription criteria, which are expensive to
evaluate because each update is forwarded through the
system [73]. For example, in GridStat, the subscription
criteria are latency, rate, and number of paths, and the
forwarding decision is completely based on rate with
static routing. Note also that the lower-level ID of a
sensor variable could still be looked up through a
complicated discovery service. This guideline is
concerned with avoiding complex forwarding logic.
Guideline 15. Support only transient delivery, not
persistent delivery. Most pub-sub systems offer persistent
delivery, whereby if an event cannot be immediately
forwarded, it is stored for a period of time and then the
delivery retried. This method harms throughput, however,
and potentially harms the per-packet predictability
because it requires storing the data. Persistent delivery
may also be unnecessary in many cases when using realtime visualization, control, and protection, due to the
temporal redundancy inherent in rate-based update
streams. In addition, the next update will be arriving very
soon, so the usefulness of a given update decays quickly.
Thus, it is inadvisable to complicate delivery mechanisms
to support persistent delivery, though it can be provided
―on the side‖ by other mechanisms. Furthermore, in the
power system, historian databases are already required for
archiving data, so there is no reason to complicate the
design or otherwise bog down the fastest and highest
availability mechanisms of a WAMS-DD in order to
deliver historical data3.
Guideline 16. Don’t over-design for consistency and
(re)ordering. Research in fault-tolerant multicast tends to
provide different levels of ordering between updates from
the same publisher or between different clients of the
same server, as well as consistency levels between
different replicas or caches of a server [61], [62]. There is
no need for anything like this in a WAMS-DD. The only
requirement for such consistency that we have found is
reflected in IG5 for synchrophasors, and the only ordering
of any kind is where a PDC combines updates from
different PMUs into one message to pass on. When using
devices containing synchrophasors that have an accurate
GPS clock, the order of events is clear, and the only
delivery ordering mechanism required is that which the
application performs.
Guideline 17. Minimize forwarding-time logic. In order to
provide the highest throughput, the forwarding logic that
decides how a packet or update is to be forwarded should
be kept as simple as possible. On the GridStat project,
forwarding decisions are made based solely on the
subscription rate of subscribers downstream in the
multicast tree [69], [72]. Given that the traffic is rate3
We note that such post-event historical data can be delivered by the same
network links as the fast traffic with traffic isolation mechanisms; indeed, this
is one of the main traffic categories for the emerging NASPInet.
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based (IG2) and known ahead of time (IG8), subscription
criteria are kept simple (IG14); only transient delivery is
supported (IG15), and there are no consistency semantics
(IG 16). Much logic can be pushed off to subscription
setup time or even offline. This reduces the logic
necessary when an update arrives at a forwarding engine
(or peer-to-peer middleware mechanisms at an edge) and
hence, greatly increases throughput and decreases latency.
Guideline 18. Support multiple QoS+ mechanisms for
different runtime conditions. A given mechanism that
provides guarantees of latency and security, for example,
will not be appropriate for all the runtime operating
conditions in which a long-lived WAMS-DD may have to
operate. This is because different implementations of a
given QoS+ mechanism can require very different
amounts of lower-level resources such as CPU, memory,
and bandwidth [64]. This will be particularly important as
WAMS-DD deployments span areas that cannot be
controlled nearly as closely as the core backbone.
Guideline 19. Inspect only packet header, not payload. In
order to provide the highest throughput and lowest
latency, ensure that subscription criteria and consistency
semantics allow a forwarding decision to be based solely
on a packet header. This is not possible for pub-sub
middleware that has complicated subscription topics, as is
typical with commercial and research systems. For such
middleware, data fields in the payload also have to be
inspected.
Guideline 20. Manage aperiodic traffic. Any traffic that is
aperiodic, i.e., not based on rate but on a condition, must
be isolated from rate-based periodic traffic and managed
accordingly. This can be done deterministically, for
example with OSI Layer 1 optical wave division
multiplexing (OWDM) hardware. Further, aperiodic
traffic should be aggregated intelligently—ideally based
on updateable policies rather than hard-coded settings—
instead of sending all alarms/alerts to the next level up for
processing.
It is important to recognize that you can’t have the highest
level of all the properties described in the DRs for every
sensor variable. Reference [53] lists the following DR
observations:
1. Different properties inherently must be traded off
against others.
2. Different mechanisms for a given property are
appropriate for only some of the runtime operating
conditions that an application may encounter
(especially a long-lived one).
3. Different mechanisms for the same nonfunctional
property can have different tradeoffs of lower-level
resources (CPU, bandwidth, storage).
4. Mechanisms most often can’t be combined in arbitrary
ways.
Even if you somehow could have them all at once, it would
be prohibitively expensive. Given these realities, and the fact
that application programmers rarely can be expert in dealing
with the above issues, middleware with QoS+ properties

supported in a comprehensive and coherent way is a method
of packaging and handling these issues and allowing reuse
across application families, organizations, and even industries.
Similarly, it is important to note that meeting IG3 (and
others) requires the data delivery system to be provided at the
middleware layer. This is because network-level mechanisms
know about packets and IP addresses, not middleware-layer
sensor variables and the power applications that subscribe to
their updates. There is thus no way that network-level
mechanisms can provide different QoS+ guarantees to
different subscribers of the same sensor variable, which is
mandated by efficient multicast (IG4).
Finally, because of length constraints, it is not possible in
this paper to fully discuss the cybersecurity issues that arise in
a WAMS-DD. Clearly, a WAMS-DD, providing universal
connectivity, creates cybersecurity challenges beyond those
arising in a conventional, single-utility SCADA system.
Cybersecurity also interacts with DRs and IGs. For example,
techniques used for message confidentiality and authentication
must not impose too much additional latency, yet the multicast
requirement appears to limit use of symmetric-key
cryptography for authentication. Of the traditional ―CIA‖
cybersecurity properties (confidentiality, integrity, and
availability), many power practitioners consider availability to
be the most important for a WAMS-DD. See [80] for an
example.
D. Analysis of Existing Technologies for a WAMS-DD
We now analyze how existing technologies and standards
meet the above DRs and IGs.
1) Technologies and Standards at the Traditional
Network Layers
Traditional network protocols, including the OSI-2 ―Data
Link‖ layer (e.g., Ethernet), OSI-3 ―network‖ layer (e.g., IP),
and the OSI-4 ―transport‖ layer (e.g., TCP, UDP, SCTP) do
not provide end-to-end QoS+ guarantees or multicast [81],
[82]. This is because they are at lower networking layers and
end-to-end functionality is not their intended use. All of these
lower-layer protocols can be part of the complete network
solution that WAMS-DD sits above. Nevertheless, some
systems do apply them in ways that are nearly end-to-end in
scope, and therefore we now examine these protocols and
extensions to them to see how they meet the requirements and
guidelines if they were implemented as the end-to-end
solution. We do not consider experimental or emerging
network technologies such as CHART [78], PHAROS [79],
and Anagram’s Flow routers [77]. Such technologies may
someday be helpful in providing QoS guarantees across parts
of a WAMS-DD. Also, mission-critical power system
applications dictated the creation of several new Ethertypes to
enable design for deterministic behavior. Ethernet multicast
generic object-oriented substation event (GOOSE), sampled
values, and line current differential messages each have their
own Ethertype and operate at the OSI-2 layer with other
Ethernet frames. Their deterministic behavior lies outside the
scope of this paper.
IPv6 flow labels [83] associate each ―reservation‖ with an
application-to-application network socket connection, which
contains many different sensor update streams with a wide
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range of required QoS+. Packets are processed in a flowspecific manner by the nodes that have been set up with a
flow-specific state. The nature of the specific treatment and
the methods for the flow state establishment are out of scope
of the specification.
IP multicast provides efficient multicast for a single,
nonreplicated flow. However, if multiple IP multicast groups
are used as a replication mechanism, there is no guarantee that
the corresponding multicast trees will be disjoint, which is
important not only for efficient multicast (IG4) but also for
providing low latencies in the face of failures (DR5B). It also
does not, by itself, have other end-to-end capabilities that are
necessary for a WAMS-DD.
MPLS is designed to give Internet Service Providers (ISPs)
a set of management tools for bandwidth provisioning, not to
provide fine-grained (per-update) QoS [84]. Its guarantees are
weak compared to the needs of a critical infrastructure. For
example, it gives aggregate economic guarantees over user,
location, and protocol, not hard guarantees (DR1) for each
update (DR5A). Further, different ISPs can implement MPLS
in different ways. There are no facilities for combining flows
across different ISPs, as would be required in a WAMS-DD,
or for predicting the end-to-end delays.
MPLS has some fault tolerance mechanisms, such as a fast
reroute feature, detour merging, and end-to-end path
protection. However, these mechanisms presently provide a
minimum latency of about 50 ms, which is too long for the
emerging SIPS applications described earlier in this paper.
Virtual local-area networks (VLANs) and virtual private
networks (VPNs) do not meet the DRs listed above because
their purposes are orthogonal to the DRs. A VPN or VLAN
could be part of a WAMS-DD, but VPN and VLAN
technologies alone do not meet the requirements and can add
to latency and decrease throughput.
Pragmatic General Multicast (PGM) is a transport-layer
multicast protocol [85]. Implementation by Microsoft is
known as Reliably Delivered Messages (RDM). PGM runs
over a datagram multicast protocol such as IP multicast, to
provide basic reliable delivery by use of negative
acknowledgements (NACKs). PGM uses a rate-based
transmission strategy to constrain the bandwidth consumed.
However, it does not provide real-time guarantees.
Spread can be considered a high-level multicast protocol
that provides a range of ordering strengths across a wide-area
network (WAN) [86], [87]. It supports ordered delivery and
the resulting consistency, even in the face of network
partitions, and it is used largely for replicating databases. It
has no real-time mechanisms.
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and Synchronous
Optical Networking (SONET) are networking technologies
sometimes employed in WANs. They offer strong latency
guarantees on a per-message basis. ATM does not support
multicast (DR3) and multiple disjoint paths (DR4B). Given
ATM’s strong latency guarantees, at the right granularity, the
ATM protocol can be part of a WAMS-DD.
2) Commercial middleware technologies and standards
There is a wide range of commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS)
middleware frameworks providing different kinds of services

with some relevance for a WAMS-DD. We first consider
middleware supporting the pub-sub paradigm. There are two
distinct architectures for pub-sub middleware, each with
advantages and disadvantages.
Broker-based (BB) pub-sub systems rely on an
infrastructure of broker nodes to forward messages toward
subscribers. The Data Delivery Plane (DDP) for a WAMSDD, though not necessarily commercial systems, is a managed
WAN because it implements IG12 (complete perimeter
control).
A BB pub-sub WAMS-DD is depicted in Fig. 13. A node
in the DDP is called a Forwarding Engine (FE) and is a device
specialized for the particular BB pub-sub framework. We
depict the mechanisms that a BB WAMS-DD system can
exploit in green; these consist of the proxies and the FEs.
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Fig. 13. Broker-Based WAMS-DD

In BB WAMS-DD systems intended for mission-critical
applications, there is often a separate ―plane‖ for managing the
system4 and providing services. This Data Management Plane
(DMP) is depicted in red in Fig. 13; it is shown here as a
single entity but is often distributed. Publishers provide the
DMP with basic QoS meta-data (QMD) about their
publications, e.g., the rate at which they will output updates.
Subscribers provide QoS requirements (QR) including rate
and latency. The DMP then exerts control over the DDP
(depicted in purple) in order to provide the delivery
guarantees, e.g., by updating a forwarding table for an FE.
BB pub-sub systems require a broker/server infrastructure
to be installed; you can’t just buy an IP router from Cisco or
others. This can be a disadvantage, which often, for small and
medium scales, cannot be amortized over enough applications
to be justified. BB pub-sub systems have an advantage,
however, in that they place intelligence inside the network, not
just at the edges. This enables, for example, efficient multicast
(IG4) and rate down-sampling throughout the data delivery
system, not just at the edges. It also creates the potential to
reject unauthorized packets at their next ―hop‖ through the
system (IG13).
Additionally, BB systems can exploit mechanisms in the
graph of FEs in order to meet more of the IGs. For example,
such an FE can be used to provide per-subscriber QoS+ (IG3),
provide synchronized rate down-sampling (IG5), exploit a
priori knowledge of traffic (IG8), and exploit the smaller scale
4
In telecommunications parlance, this is often called the ―Control Plane,‖
hence our use of the term ―plane.‖ Telecommunications parlance also refers to
WASM-DD as the ―data plane.‖
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of the WAMS-DD (IG10), i.e., it can contain per-subscriber
state, a forwarding table entry for every subscription for which
it forwards updates. An example of a BB WAMS-DD is
GridStat.
Peer-to-peer pub-sub systems place mechanisms for
reliability and filtering only at the edges of an infrastructure.
A canonical architecture for a peer-to-peer pub-sub
configuration of a WAMS-DD is given in Fig. 14. For the
DDP, peer-to-peer systems typically rely on a combination of
IP multicast and Ethernet broadcast to be as efficient as
possible. Note that in Fig. 14, we omit the DMP, which is
often not present as a separate core entity in peer-to-peer
systems; the edge mechanisms collectively implement it.
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Fig. 14. Peer-to-Peer WAMS-DD

One other thing to note in Fig. 14 is that the controllable
mechanisms for affecting traffic lie at the edges, in the
proxies. Certainly a peer-to-peer WAMS-DD will exploit IP
multicast as much as possible, but this has its limits, as
described previously. Because its control mechanisms are at
the edges, both QMD and QR are communicated to other
proxies that collectively provide the delivery guarantees.
Similarly, the only WAMS-DD-specific mechanisms are in
the proxies, so control messages also must go there. In Fig. 14,
to help aid understanding, the red and purple traffic lines are
omitted. In practice, the red and purple traffic would be
delivered via the DDP using IP routers.
Peer-to-peer pub-sub systems have an advantage in smaller
and medium sized deployments, but for larger scales, the lack
of mechanisms in the backbone core for rate down-sampling
and fault tolerance limit their abilities to achieve extremely
low latencies in the presence of failures.
A federated combination of peer-to-peer and BB pub-sub
systems has the potential to offer much of the best of both
worlds. Here, peer-to-peer pub-sub systems are employed near
the edges, i.e., within a single utility or sometimes within an
ISO. Between utilities or ISOs, BB pub-sub systems are used
in order to support higher throughputs and the lowest possible
latencies over distance. A federated amalgamation of peer-topeer systems would feature a globally unique namespace for
variables, and utilities and could seamlessly pass messages
with standardized wire and message formats [53].
Business-to-business and web services is another
middleware category called streaming queries (also known as
complex event processing). It consists of a network of
computer nodes that manipulate data streams through
continuous queries in order to selectively propagate data,
merge streams with existing data, or store data in a distributed

database. Such systems are not designed to provide hard endto-end WAN guarantees (DR1) with per-message granularity
(DR5A) while tolerating failures (DR5B). Given their
intended application domain, they also do not follow most of
the IGs.
More recently, a number of vendors are offering
middleware based on web technologies such as HTTP, XML,
and ―web services‖ for use in the power grid. We note that
scalability and throughput of such systems is difficult due to
the added integration layers [88], [89].
3) Existing Power Technologies and Standards
Middleware is rarely used in today’s electric power
systems, despite being considered a ―best practice‖ in many
other industries for a few decades [53]. It is not surprising,
then, that there seems to be no networking technologies
developed for the power grid that meet all of the DRs above.
Part of this limitation is because commonly used power
technologies are intended for a substation scope, with the
QoS+ ―mechanism‖ being over-provisioning of bandwidth.
When moving from a LAN to a WAN environment, there are
implicit design decisions that cannot be solved by layering a
new ―WAN-appropriate‖ API over existing LAN-based
protocols [64]. We now overview some of the more common
power protocols and standards related to communications.
OPC-UA [90] was designed for substations. It uses TCP,
which was not designed for predictable latency and does not
support multicast. Subscribers and publishers ―ping‖ each
other to verify if the other is up, which does not scale but
ignores best practices for pub-sub systems.
The IEC 61850 communications standard was also
designed primarily for applications associated with a
substation automation system (SAS). It was conceived and
created by protection providers in order to move data and
information to, from, and among intelligent protection,
control, and monitoring devices instead of legacy SCADA and
RTU methods. The standard has over seven protocols
designed within it that use several messaging methods mapped
directly into one or more Ethernet frames. Some of the
protocols use TCP methods to transport manufacturing
messaging specification (MMS) messages to report data and
transfer files to clients asynchronously via multiple frames.
Several other protocols use layer-two methods and specially
assigned Ethertypes to accomplish multicast messaging
restricted to single frames for performance. Its use outside the
substation is inherent in the chosen technology, and now work
is being performed to map message contents to other protocols
frequently used outside the substation as well as appropriate
data delivery mechanisms. Its Common Information Model
(CIM) can potentially be of use in a WAMS-DD, especially
when the harmonization with C37.118 is completed, in
particular in helping automate QoS+ settings and perhaps
adaptation strategies for a wide variety of sensors and
applications that use them. When IEC 61850 MMS and
GOOSE APIs are successfully extended across the WAN, then
IEC 61850 may well be able to successfully use a WAMS-DD
transport. However, this will only be true if the WAMS-DD
transport is carefully designed to support layer two multicast
messaging in addition to TCP mechanisms. The DRs and IGs
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closed loop teleprotection, automation, and telecontrol via
multicast GOOSE require more than can be provided at the
network layers. If a WAMS-DD network is deployed that does
not support data link layer multicast, an overlay network of
some kind will need to be created and provided. The
extensions proposed in IEC 61850-90-5 to extend it to the
wide area do not address underlying multicast mechanisms for
a WAN. Such a multicast would need to meet the
requirements in this paper, as well as many of the
implementation guidelines, if low latencies and high
throughput are to be achieved. Presently, IEC 61850-90-5
discusses delays of 50–500 ms, which do not support some of
the more challenging applications outlined earlier in this
paper.
IEEE C37.118 is a standard for synchrophasors that
includes standard message formats. C37.118 is being revised
to allow different data delivery mechanisms to be used. If
successful, then C37.118 synchrophasor updates should easily
be deliverable by any WAMS-DD transport.
MMS also does not have data delivery mechanisms. It can
map onto the OSI protocol stack (which was not adopted in
practice) and TCP/IP; see [81], [82].
An information architecture for the power grid is proposed
in [91], which contains an analysis of 162 disturbances
between 1979 and 1995. Reference [91] indicates that
information systems have an impact on power grid reliability
and points out major deficiencies in the current
communications scheme. The paper contains proposals for
different ways to structure interactions between control
centers and substations, and it also contains reliability
analyses of different schemes. However, it does not propose
communication mechanisms and relies on off-the-shelf
network technologies, which do not meet many of the DRs
and IGs.
4) NASPInet
The North American Synchrophasor Initiative (NASPI) is a
government-industry consortium dedicated to effective
deployment of synchrophasors in the United States. It is the
only effort worldwide that is dealing with end-to-end WAMSDD issues at a more-than-superficial level. To support the use
of synchrophasors, NASPI has been developing the notion of
NASPInet (Nn), which has two main components, the data bus
(NnDB) and the phasor gateway (NnPG). The NnPG is the
edge component of Nn, interfacing the utility or ISO to the
NnDB.
The NnDB is the electricity version of what is sometimes
called an enterprise service bus (ESB), which provides
communications services for business-to-business exchanges.
NnDB satisfies the DRs described earlier in this paper. Five
initial service classes have been identified for the NnDB in
recognition of the fact that different kinds of traffic with
different delivery requirements must be carried.
A. Feedback Control (e.g., small signal stability)
B. Feed-Forward Control (e.g., enhancing state
estimators with synchrophasors)
C. Post-Event (post-mortem event analysis)
D. Visualization (for operator visibility)
E. Research (testing or R&D)

Each class has associated qualitative requirements for such
properties as low latency, availability, accuracy, time
alignment, high message rate, and path redundancy.
Distinguishing the classes in this way is an important first step
for a WAMS-DD system. The NnDB classes also consider the
lowest required latency to be 100 ms, which is insufficient for
some applications. See Table 2.
One issue with the class definitions is that a customer, such
as a utility, ISO, RTO, or NERC, cannot specify only what it
wants from a telecom provider, e.g., a ―Class A‖ network.
This will not result in a WAMS-DD that meets the
requirements across multiple traffic classes. For example, if
too much traffic of ―easier‖ classes is on the network, then you
will not get Class A guarantees. Rather, to provide the DRs
identified in Table 2, one needs to do resource management
within the data delivery service. Network management
components must account for all traffic associated with each
subscription using a given level of QoS+. This is embodied in
a number of IGs, including IG8 (exploit traffic knowledge),
IG9 (systematic, quick, internal instrumentation), IG12
(complete perimeter control), IG13 (reject unauthorized
packets quickly and locally), and IG20 (manage aperiodic
traffic).
5) GridStat
GridStat is a data delivery service designed to support the
DRs discussed in this paper. Its research results have
influenced the shape of NASPInet [56]. The GridStat research
started in 1999 by looking at the QoS+ requirements of
innovative power applications being developed by power
researchers and analyzing closely what the state of the art in
applied distributed computing systems could support. After
significant gaps were identified, the detailed design and then
programming of GridStat began in 2001.
GridStat is a BB pub-sub system that meets all of the DRs
from this paper except for 5C, Tolerating Cyberattacks, which
has been planned for and is near-term future research. It also
implements all but three of the IGs, which have similarly been
planned for and are also near-term future research. More on
GridStat overall can be found in several publications:
General details [55], [72], [92]
QoS routing [74], [75]
Securely upgradeable encryption and authorization
infrastructures [93], [94]
Forwarding Engines (NASPInet-like routers) [95]
Security and trust management issues for power grid
WAMS-DD [96], [97]
Advanced GridStat mechanisms [98], [95]
On a 2007-era PC, GridStat adds ~0.1 ms per overlay hop
and handles ~20,000 forwards/s at each forwarding engine. On
2003-era network processor hardware, it adds ~0.01 ms/hop
and scales to a few million forwards/s [99]. Using 2010 era
hardware and a small cluster, these results would easily be
extendable to achieve 50–100 million forwards/s while
rejecting unauthenticated messages, monitoring traffic
patterns, and checking for evidence of intrusions and
cyberattacks. Custom hardware implementations would likely
support even more throughput.
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V. CONCLUSION
Creating and operating electric power grids that meet
society’s demands for reliability, efficiency, and integration of
renewable energy sources is an ongoing challenge.
Synchrophasors and other coherent, high-rate, measurements
taken at hundreds or thousands of points in the grid and
delivered in real-time to monitoring and control applications
promise to help meet these challenges. In this paper, we have
described some of the applications for these data that exist
today, as well as new applications that are being investigated.
The quantities, rates, and real-time delivery requirements
for these data, as well as the number of different applications
that will use them, are different from the needs of current
SCADA systems. Detailed consideration of the applications’
QoS+ requirements for their data, exposes a need for a very
flexible data delivery service to support these applications.
Along with six hard requirements for the resulting WAMSDD, we have identified twenty implementation guidelines that
suggest how the requirements can be met. We find that offthe-shelf computer networking technology alone is not always
sufficient for the task, unless augmented with middleware
technology, such as the GridStat framework, to manage
network resources and exploit them efficiently.
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